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For John Dunton, 1691 was an important year of new beginnings. Ten years earlier he had completed an apprenticeship with a London bookseller, gained admission to the Stationers' Company, and set up a bookshop of his own near the Royal Exchange. 2 In 1682 he married Elizabeth Annesleyhe fondly called her Iris-and their marriage turned out doubly fortunate, first, because it was extremely happy, and second, because his wife's regular habits and good business sense somewhat balanced the impulsiveness and impatience of her husband. Over the next decade this couple enjoyed moderate success, becoming veteran booksellers and publishers in the roughand-tumble world of the London book trade. Publishing was then an entrepreneurial and opportunistic calling, and it seemed a good time to be in the business, as readership was growing and restrictions on press freedom were on the wane. Steven Pincus has argued that the successful revolutionaries of 1688-89, as part of their program for modernizing England, gave disproportionate emphasis to urban and commercial values in a public world increasingly influenced by print culture. 3 This served Dunton well: he could hope to make money by becoming an innovative publisher and falling in with the new Whiggish urban order. What distinguished him from most tradesmen of the time, however, is that his innovations as a publisher were linked to his ambitions as an experimental writer: he would try out new authorial strategies of presentation in order to implement some of his own notions of writerly modernity.
Dunton always thought in terms of novel and often impractical "projects," daring to try something truly new: "Unless a Man can either think or perform something out of the old beaten Road," he wrote, "he'll find nothing but what his Forefathers have found before him." 4 By 1691 Dunton was ready to launch two particularly ambitious ventures, each of indefinite length, duration, and commitment. The first was an odd literary amalgam, part prose, part verse, with aspects of a jeu d'esprit and an allegorical autobiography; he called it A Voyage Round the World, which appeared as the first three volumes of a projected twenty-four. 5 The second was a new periodical to be composed entirely of questions from readers and responses to them from the editors; it would soon appear twice weekly, hawked in the streets as the Athenian Mercury. These two publications had markedly different styles of presentation-one personal, insistently informal, and often facetious, the other serious, formal, informative-which suggests two distinct theories of the origin and nature of literary authority. Was such authority individual or institutional, derived from the authenticity of personal experience or from the collective experience and judgment of a board of editors? And which version was more likely to carry credence with a public audience? In the longer view, the stylistic and substantive differences between Dunton's Voyage and the Athenian Mercury pointed the way toward competing ideas of writerly modernity that have been in play ever since.
I
A Voyage Round the World is a wandering narrative, mostly in the first person, by one Evander and his grander alter ego Don Kainophilus; together they practice impulsiveness and celebrate personal whimsy. 6 (1:2) . Although the narrator characterizes himself as a rambler and alludes to world travel in his book title, it soon becomes clear that this is not a travel book in any ordinary sense; his travels are seldom geographical but more often subjective and psychological, the fits and starts of wayward attention. Dunton's protagonist switches to the third person to describe the unregulated movements of his thought:
His Mind is extreamly prolifick; his thoughts are a perfect Seraglio, and he, like a great Turk, begets thousands of little Infants-Remarks, Fancys, Fantasticks, Crochets and Whirligigs, on his wandring Intellect, and when once begot, they must be bred-so out he turns 'em into the wide World to shift for themselves, after he has put a few black and white Raggs about 'em to cover their Nakedness. (1:11) The "black and white Raggs" are, of course, ink on the rag paper upon which one reads his thoughts. Although Evander's narrative precedes Sterne's Tristram Shandy by nearly seventy years, its movement forward nonetheless seems Shandean, progression by means of digression; he writes, "To confess the truth, I have got such a trick of making Digressions, that I find it is hardly possible for me to hold long to a Point" (3:2).
Digressions are not simply digressions, however, and Dunton's narrators are more than an intrusive presence between readers and the story they would tell. Manushag N. Powell has argued that eighteenth-century readers were learning to enjoy seeing "authorship being enacted" in distinctive, skillful, and interesting ways-and Dunton seems one of the earliest to anticipate this new taste. 7 Dunton's narrators are, in fact, entertainers, harlequin-like performers, and the identities they project through performance are deliberately paradoxical: they demand attention, even as they reward it most often with evasive humor and teasing. So, for example, Don Kainophilus enumerates reasons his book is useful, even as he evades the question, "useful The combination of digressions and evasive authorial performance poses an obvious threat to narrative coherence, so obvious that Evander himself feels compelled to address it apologetically: "I have strangely faggotted up diverse Pieces, or made an odd Composition. . . . My Rambling Fancies follow one another, but sometimes at a great distance, and look toward one another, but 'tis with an oblique glance" (3:3) .
Despite the obliqueness of his designs, a chronological plot still manages to emerge: Evander looks back over his life from birth and upbringing through his schooling and apprenticeship. He gives special emphasis to adversities overcome-nearly dying as a baby, facing difficulties at school, contracting smallpox, running away from his apprenticeship-and he praises generously his parents and his tradesman master. As it happened, both the general shape of this story and many specific details were borrowed from Dunton's own life and circumstances, a fact easily confirmed by comparison with his avowed autobiography, The Life and Errors of John Dunton (1705). In other words, A Voyage Round the World is a quirky kind of crypto-autobiography covering Dunton's life from birth up until the time of his courtship with Iris.
Not surprisingly, the public received Dunton's Voyage coolly and the projected series was quickly dropped. Its failure could easily be attributed to the irregularity and inconclusiveness of its plot, its lack of engaging characters, the apparent disconnection between its title and content, and its general commitment to novelty at all costs. 9 There was a broader issue involved, however. Seventeenth-century readers were somewhat accustomed to spiritual autobiographies, lives of the faithful struggling toward their heavenly reward, but not to a narrative as frankly secular, colloquial, and comically irreverent as this Voyage. Neither critics nor general readers knew what to make of it. Dunton took advantage of the fact that his first three volumes were published serially to answer his critics, much as Sterne would do two generations later, but his answer, like Sterne's, was mostly facetious and thus unlikely to sway "all the little snarful Criticks" unhappy with his odd ways. His own summary of their reservations makes clear how out of sympathy his critics were: "They can neither find beginning nor ending, head nor tail, nor can't for their Lives tell what the Author wou'd be at, what he drives at or intends in part or whole" (2:2-3).
The teasing and ironical style of Dunton's narrators depends for its effectiveness upon a sympathetic reader, someone willing and able to unpack and thus share the irreverent humor of unconventional methodsand in the absence of such sympathetic collaboration, the elliptical style of presentation seems whimsical, pointless, even coercive, pushing toward a goal that remains elusive. A reader who cannot see the way cannot follow such prompting. A later generation might have construed such irregulari-ties as licensed excesses that led to the palace of wisdom, and, of course, our historical perspective allows us to see A Voyage Round the World as a fiction ahead of its time. 10 Early readers needed to be schooled by the ironies of Swift and Mandeville, the posturing of Colley Cibber, the caricatures of Hogarth, and the comic indirections of Gay and Fielding before they could begin to savor the obliqueness and hyperbole, the parodies and studied incongruities, the wordplay, and the general irreverence and breathlessness of such narrators and their supposed "descendant" Tristram Shandy.
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II
Dunton's other new venture for 1691, the Athenian Mercury, was more straightforward and much more successful, an important innovation in participatory journalism. 12 As its editor he invited the general public to send in questions of any serious kind and the Mercury would publish anonymously both the questions and considered responses to them; the periodical would thus reflect the interests (and often the circumstances) of its readers, even as it offered guidance on matters that concerned them. This journalistic experiment was radical for at least three reasons. First, there was no way to judge whether the public would buy this paper, as no one had ever tried such a project before. Second, Dunton at least appeared to be surrendering editorial control from the first issue onward: the Mercury would go wherever its readers' inquiries took it, one question would not necessarily have any relation to the next, and any attempt at long-term planning seemed unthinkable. In fact, Dunton retained a good deal of control through his ability to pick and choose questions, to restate them, or to answer them facetiously. He could also pose his own questions, and at least some sound like deliberate setups: "Whether has Gunpowder or Printing done the greatest Mischief to the World?" 13 Third, a journal that promised in advance to provide an answer to any reasonable question was setting itself up as a kind of public authority and thereby inevitably making itself a target for anyone inclined to challenge authority.
A more cautious entrepreneur might have hesitated, but Dunton plunged ahead, and his gamble soon paid off. The reading public was evidently intrigued by this open-ended format and by the new areas of journalistic coverage, and reader questions came pouring in by way of the Penny Post. To answer them, Dunton established a small panel of supposed "experts": himself, plus his two brothers-in-law, mathematician Richard Sault, and clergyman Samuel Wesley, with occasional additional help from philosopher Dr. John Norris of Bemerton. Dunton carefully concealed the actual membership of this group, however, and instead over several months developed the strategic fiction of an "Athenian Society" of a dozen men accomplished in various fields who met regularly to deliberate over questions sent to the Mercury. All published responses carried the weight of their collective authority, and even young Jonathan Swift was famously taken in by their pretensions: "How strange a Paradox is true, / Not content with such commendations, Dunton sought new ways to augment the Athenian Society's prestige and authority. He engaged an engraver to design and print a society "Emblem," showing its twelve worthies deep in learned consultation (in a composition reminiscent of Da Vinci's Last Supper) and claiming descent from Greece, Rome, Oxford, and Cambridge. 15 He also commissioned Charles Gildon to write a flattering history, even though the society's history extended back only one year. The History of the Athenian Society appeared anonymously-"By a Gentleman Who got Secret Intelligence of their Whole Proceedings"-in 1692.
In it the author hailed the society as one of the two "noblest Designs, that the Wit of Man is capable of inventing" (3), the other being the Royal Society of London, and credited it with making reliable knowledge available to all men and to women as well. 16 Gildon's praises take on a distinctly modern ring when he lauds the Mercury papers for making learning cheap and convenient-"For One hour in a week is all the time, that is required to peruse them, and Two pence weekly sufficient to purchase these Papers, in which, every one may find the Marrow of what great Authors have writ on any curious Subject, with the improvement of many ingenious, and learned men upon it" (3-4). 17 The success of the Athenian Mercury, of course, attracted competitors, but Dunton was able to hold his own in the marketplace from 1691 until 1697, and when the periodical finally closed, it was due to changes in Dunton's personal life, not a waning of success or influence in popular culture. In fact, the Mercury continued over many years to be reissued in collected editions, and Dunton kept "Athenian" resonating among book and journal titles over the next twenty-five years as a sign of accessible and authoritative learning. from simple matters of fact to religious scruples, from marketplace ethics to the anxieties of courtship. The natural world, of course, prompted questions about weather, animal behavior, earthquakes, the moon, and the like, so the periodical played a small role in disseminating popular science. 19 Protecting the identities of querists also allowed the Mercury to become a kind of public confessional for matters of religious doubt, marital discord, or sexual transgression. A few questions touched upon politics-"What is the true meaning of the new Word Abdication?"-and the paper occasionally expressed Whiggish views, but mostly it avoided the subject out of an abundance of caution. 20 Some correspondents seem to have thrown in questions, just to see if they could stump the wise men of the Athenian Society: "Why is Yawning catching?"; "Why a Horse with a round Fundament emits a square Excrement?" 21 Occasionally a curious reader would raise a question just for its speculative interest: "If an Infant were kept from its Birth to twelve years of Age without hearing a human voice, what language wou'd it then speak?" 22 Early in its run the Mercury generally featured short, direct questions. Over time, however, its editors learned that human interest sold papers, and they began to include longer, more circumstantial queries, particularly when questioners touched upon interesting private matters: courtship manners, marital or sexual difficulties, problems of religious faith, or the challenges of finding a suitable place in the world. Quite apart from how the Athenians answered such correspondents, the questions themselves made visible and consequential the complicated lives of ordinary folk-men certainly, but perhaps women especially, as they generally inhabited narrower social worlds and had fewer places to turn for advice. Reading those often agonized queries and complaints offers passing glimpses of real lives in the process of development, but most often without the satisfaction of resolutions. It is not possible even to know whether questioners actually followed the Mercury's usually sensible and well-meaning advice. Still it seems likely that such questions in their candor and complexity-especially considering that they were shared and no doubt debated among early readersmake them a significant factor in the growing popularity of novels and plays that featured the domestic lives of middling people. 23 In its basic aims, the Athenian Mercury embodied a paradox, a wish to be new and interesting yet at the same time reassuring and dependable. The editors sought to gain and sustain public attention by featuring an unpredictable array of questions, ones new to most readers, which would allow engaging, perhaps thought-provoking, answers. The periodical was fueled by public curiosity and vicarious interest, and fed them in its turn; readers never knew what information, what sensations, what doubts the next question or the next issue might bring. Simultaneously, however, the Mercury aimed to be deliberate in method, broadly reassuring in tone and manner, and as reliable as possible in substance. Questions were received respectfully, and the Athenian editors found reasonable answers to most, even if their responses were sometimes vague, or evasive, or facetious. If some queries were simply impossible to answer, the editors admitted their puzzlement or expressed willingness to entertain alternative possibilities; they even had the assurance to see their authority questioned in print, and they continued calmly to reason with their critics. Then too, over the course of its six-year run, the format of the Mercury became in itself reassuringly familiar: every issue covered two sides of a single sheet, addressed multiple questions in apparently random order, appeared on Tuesdays and Saturdays, and cost a penny.
What the Athenian Mercury was selling, after all, was entertainment, a pastime, something to discuss over coffee-and if entertainment could be pertinent, informative, and responsible, so much the better. In the end, Dunton and his Athenian colleagues sought to be authoritative, not in any absolute sense, but rather in the sense of measuring out spaces where intelligent public conversation and debate could occur. Did the Mercury offer a satisfactory answer to a correspondent's question, or could a better answer be imagined? Readers would decide.
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My point in juxtaposing the Athenian Mercury and Dunton's Voyage Round the World is not to compare their relative success, but rather to ponder their stylistic and substantive differences. The two publications originated with the same man in the same year, yet they are worlds apart in their strategies of presentation. This is more than a question of literary style or explanatory posture, although it includes such elements. In fact, the two manners of presentation propose and in effect construct two disparate relationships between author and audience, and those relationships require examination in detail.
The question/answer or problem/solution format of the Mercury was journalistic, of course, and the periodical emphasized clarity, assurance, and calm consideration on matters of concern, sharing both information and opinions with a broad audience. What was the relationship with the audience? Kathryn Shevelow has expressed it particularly well:
The audience assumed an actual, constitutive existence upon the page, engaged in a dynamic relationship with the society. Though anonymous, the Athenian Society answered questions which were presented as having more or less direct bearing upon the thoughts and experiences of their readers, thus fostering a sense of the periodical's immediate engagement with its readers' lives. This sense of engagement is implicit in the epistolary form itself, which connotes relationship and reciprocity. (78) 25 Certainly the success of the Mercury suggested an effective blurring of the line between private experience and public discussion, but it implied something more as well, a shared trust between editors and audience. Readers asked questions in good faith, and the editors did their best to answer in kind. If the periodical's published responses were not always correct, still they were at least considered, constructively intended, and probably not too far removed from community norms of belief and behavior.
Dunton's Voyage also traded upon readers' trust, although it askedreally, demanded-that trust in a wholly different way. Its style of presentation was abrupt and often provocative, informal and self-indulgent, while at the same time confident and overbearing, filled with theatrical flourishes, witty or humorous asides, and other kinds of deliberate extravagance. 26 Needless to say, this manner continually challenged readers to keep up, to plunge onward, and they had little choice but to trust the speaking voice, or quit reading. Evander and Don Kainophilus insisted absolutely upon their own personal perspectives: I offer thoughts and experiences as they are translated through my subjective awareness, my sensibility, my impulses and concerns and personality. Although these speakers repeatedly address readers directly, they offer no chance to talk back.
It is easy to suppose that the Athenian Mercury's considered style of presentation and the demanding and coercive manner of Dunton's Voyage were opposite numbers, and of course, they were. These opposites did have something in common, however: both were toying with fundamental questions of literary authority, how it is constituted and how maintained, but they situated the source of authority in radically different places. Much of the authority of the Mercury resided in the deliberative process itself: querists and the Athenian editors were seekers after useful knowledge, co-participants in a thoughtful public medium. Their immediate authority was supported by the regular publication and cumulative reputation of the periodical, and, as we have seen, Dunton buttressed that authority further by inventing the Athenian Society and commissioning its published History. In effect, Dunton was devising institutional authority to frame and validate his enterprise. The case was entirely different with A Voyage Round the World. The authority of the narrators, Evander and Don Kainophilus, was personal, both self-centered and self-constituted; they were performers who brought their versions of the world into existence out of their own sensations and through their own performances. Their world was as malleable as their moods and manipulations made it. They offered to share their world with readers, but not to alter it; theirs was the final authority for the tale they told.
Return now to the question raised at the beginning: how might we explain that Dunton should simultaneously project such disparate models of literary authority? In 1691, Dunton stood at an interesting crossroad, one path leading back to past literary practice, while the other opened out into something truly new, and with characteristic impulsiveness and optimism, he decided to try both options: the Athenian Mercury would tip its hat to institutional authority while his quirky Voyage would rely solely upon personal authority. Two points need to be made simultaneously here. First, Dunton was not a great writer, only an interesting one, so the crossroad itself was of more enduring importance than the individual writer who hesitated there. At the same time, it is useful to see Dunton as an early symptom of two competing ideas of cultural authority and authenticity that would continue to play out decades and even centuries after his death.
Dunton and his generation genuinely admired the intellectual methods and stylistic assurance of the contemporary Royal Society, and Gildon's History of the Athenian Society is, in fact, modeled upon Thomas Sprat's 1667 History of the Royal Society. They appreciated the society's commitment to examine particular phenomena to gather evidence "for the improving of natural knowledge" before reaching after general conclusions; such empirical methods of inquiry promised substantial and focused results, often with a suggestion of possible further inquiries. Dunton, or at least the Dunton who produced the Athenian Mercury, could also subscribe to Sprat's famous dictum concerning the style of presentation appropriate for the reporting of Royal Society inquiries. Society members should set aside unnecessary "extravagance . . . [and] reject all the amplifications, digressions, and swell-1 2 9 ings of style" in favor of a simpler and more direct manner, "a close, naked, natural way of speaking; positive expressions; clear senses; a native easiness: bringing all things as near the Mathematical plainness as they can: and preferring the language of Artisans, Countrymen, and Merchants, before that of Wits, or Scholars." 27 Sprat aimed to improve scientific reporting, not public journalism, yet his recommendations seem quite consonant with the methods and style of the Athenian Mercury as they developed; readers' particular questions often provided an empirical basis for inquiry, while the editors' commitment to reasonable methods and journalistic clarity kept a leash on stylistic flourishes.
When Charles Gildon compared the fledgling Athenian Society to the Royal Society of London, it was a stretch, of course, but he had a point: he was clearly thinking of exemplars of responsible and rigorous inquiry both shared and supported by an informed and like-minded community. In light of this thought, Dunton could reasonably hope that the methods and style of the Royal Society could prove applicable in other fields of inquiry-and the Athenian Mercury can be understood as one local consequence of that hope. More generally, this model of inquiry and the sharing of knowledge was to become the basis for a new intellectual modernity: it stood behind the encyclopedic aspirations of the eighteenth century and became a pillar of the Enlightenment. Dunton was a small and early player in this larger enterprise, yet a player nonetheless.
Always, however, there is the other Dunton, the author of A Voyage Round the World. Unquestionably, this alternative Dunton gave primacy to personal experience and personal impressions in all of their idiosyncrasy as a way of knowing the world. This was the man, after all, who wrote three inward-turning versions of his autobiography-the Voyage, the two parts of The Art of Living Incognito, and his Life and Errors-and who swelled pamphlet after pamphlet with the details of his health, his finances, his marriage, and his personal gripes against other people. 28 Such insistent personalism-the world is as I experience it-made it relatively easy for him to project Evander and Don Kainophilus as free-wheeling alter egos who deploy wit and whimsy to transform his own experience of the world.
Dunton's authorial hope, of course, is that such experiences, while very individual, represent or at least evoke the similar experiences of others. So, for example, as he looks back over his schooling, he imagines turning the tables upon the schoolmasters who tried to beat Latin into him and other boys: This intense moment of fantasy is subjective and personal, but in written form it is also an invitation to the reader for participatory imagining; in the author's pain and anger that reader can recognize and feel his own. A collection of many such moments of responsiveness pointed the way toward an alternative formulation of literary modernity, one based not on the authority of a community of discourse, but rather upon the intensity and hence authority of personal experience in all its moods and varieties. In the place of an Athenian Society was an individual voice and vision of the experiential world. In his Voyage Round the World Dunton sketched out a path that led, eventually, from the flawed and fragmentary characterizations of Evander and Don Kainophilus, to the more fully realized subjective sensibilities of Robinson Crusoe, Pamela Andrews, and, of course, Tristram Shandy, but also to Rousseau, Wordsworth, and others of romantic temperament.
Coda
In spite of his brave beginnings in 1691, John Dunton's personal story ended badly. Although he gestured toward competing ideas of literary futurity, he could not sustain his own writing career to realize what he could imagine. He contracted debts he could not repay, and by the mid 1690s his health was deteriorating. Worse yet, his beloved wife Iris-Elizabeth Annesley Dunton-died in May of 1697. Dunton was thirty-eight at the time, young enough to make a new beginning, but he despised the idea: "I think 'tis a Great Madness," he wrote, "to be laying new foundations of Life, when I'm half way through it" (Art of Living Incognito, 1:3). In his grief he instead started to lay things aside: he closed down the Athenian Mercury; he shut his bookshop; he undertook an ill-conceived plan to auction books in Ireland. To repair his dwindling fortunes he contracted a hasty remarriage that turned out to be an emotional and financial disaster, as he and the new wife soon separated. What followed for Dunton, in spite of poor health, were more than three decades of financial expedients and constraints, hiding from creditors, enduring periods of imprisonment for debt. Through these trials he continued to write, much of it hack work, and his writings grew darker, filled with regret, bitterness, and self-pity. He ruined what little reputation remained to him by publishing outspoken recriminations against all those who he thought had wronged him. Repeatedly, he felt compelled to deny the rumor, then in circulation, that he had in fact gone mad. By the time he died in London in November of 1732, the public had forgotten him or ceased to care. There is sad irony in that no one printed an obituary for this consummate man of print, and no one thought to record whether or not Dunton's fondest wish, expressed repeatedly in his writings, to be buried with his dear Iris, was ever realized. Chances are, it was not.
Notes
